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Report of the Director-General
Second Supplementary Report: Documents submitted
for information only
As part of the reform package adopted at its 310th Session (March 2011), 1 the Governing
Body decided that documents identified as “For information” would be published on the
Governing Body website but would not be intended for discussion, unless the tripartite
screening group decides otherwise at the request of a member of the Governing Body. 2
These documents for information include reports of the Officers of the Governing Body
with decisions made under delegated authority. 3
Further to that decision, a list of all documents presented “For information” is included
in the agenda of the session. Documents for information are webposted on the righthand side of the page of the Governing Body Section concerned.

1

GB.310/9/1 and GB.310/PV, para. 129(a).

See ILO, Compendium of rules applicable to the Governing Body of the International Labour Office (Geneva, 2019),
Introductory note, paras 33 and 44.
2

3

See ILO, Compendium of rules, Standing Orders of the Governing Body, section 2.3.
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documents issued in-session are printed in limited numbers and distributed to Governing Body members. All Governing Body documents are available
at www.ilo.org/gb.
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 Draft decision
The Governing Body took note, by correspondence, of the information contained in
the following documents:

 Work plan on the strengthening of the supervisory system: Proposals on further
steps to ensure legal certainty and information on other action points in the
work plan (GB.341/INS/INF/1)

 Addendum to the 2020 Report of the Committee of Experts on the Application of

Conventions and Recommendations (Geneva, 25 November–12 December 2020)
(GB.341/INS/INF/3)

 Report on the status of pending representations submitted under article 24 of
the ILO Constitution (GB.341/INS/INF/4(Rev.1))

 Approved

symposia,
(GB.341/INS/INF/5)

seminars,

workshops

and

similar

meetings

 Update on the status of ratification of the 1986 Instrument for the Amendment
of the Constitution of the ILO (GB.341/INS/INF/6)

 Progress on coordinated action taken by United Nations organizations and the
social partners to follow-up on the Resolution concerning maritime labour issues
and the COVID-19 pandemic (GB.341/INS/INF/7)

 Preparations for the V Global Conference on Child Labour (GB.341/POL/INF/1)
 Programme and Budget for 2020–21:
 Position of accounts as at 31 December 2020 (GB.341/PFA/INF/1/1)
 Collection of contributions from 1 January 2021 to date (GB.341/PFA/INF/1/2)

 Progress report on the implementation of the Information Technology Strategy
2018–21 (GB.341/PFA/INF/2)

 Follow-up to the report of the Chief Internal Auditor for the year ended
31 December 2019 (GB.341/PFA/INF/3)

 External audit plan (GB.341/PFA/INF/4)
 Composition and structure of the staff at 31 December 2020 (GB.341/PFA/INF/5)
 Decisions of the United Nations General Assembly on the report of the
International Civil Service Commission (GB.341/PFA/INF/6)

 Decisions of the United Nations General Assembly on the report of the
67th Session of the
(GB.341/PFA/INF/7)

United

Nations

Joint

Staff

Pension

Board

(2020)

 Matters relating to the Administrative Tribunal of the ILO: Report of the United

Nations Secretary-General on the jurisdictional set-up of the United Nations
common system (GB.341/PFA/INF/8)

